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So have they not traveled through the earth and 
have hearts by which to reason and ears by 
which to hear? For indeed, it is not eyes that 
are blinded, but blinded are the hearts which 

are within the breasts.

Allah is inviting the people to take a lesson, by 
seeing the consequences of the disbelief of the 
nations which Allah destroyed. When you travel, 
you learn a lot. Don't travel only for enjoyment, but 
with your heart. Then you will see the signs of 
Allah, and you will learn. 

Their hearts will think and give reasons. Their ears will make them listen to the stories. You will see the ayaat 
with your eyes, and hear the stories about how Allah destroyed the previous nations. Even when you leave 
your house you can take so many lessons. 

The actual blindness is when the heart is blind from the truth, then the person will not benefit from the signs. 
The one who looks with his heart will see the signs of Allah. The eyes are not important, it's the heart which is 
important. 

And they urge you to hasten the punishment. 
But Allah will never fail in His promise. And 

indeed, a day with your Lord is like a 
thousand years of those which you count.

The disbelievers don't take any admonition. They were so arrogant that they asked the Messenger of Allah 
 to hasten the punishment, by asking when it will occur. This shows their stubbornness. This is صلى اهلل عليه و سلم
the attitude of someone asking only to deny. 

Allah will not go against His promise. It will surely come to be, and no one can stop it. It so not for the 
Messenger of Allah صلى اهلل عليه و سلم to decide when the time of the punishment will come. Allah tells the 
Messenger of Allah صلى اهلل عليه و سلم not to let their denial and arrogance affect him. Everything will come on its 
time. They are facing a severe day, the Day of Judgement.  Allah will recompense all the people on that day, 
and they will have a painful punishment. When Allah gave us life, we must derive the maximum benefit from 
every moment. Don't think of the future, when you wait for wait for things to happen, you will not benefit. 

One day with Allah is so long and severe as if it was 1000 days. So enjoy your present. Whether the  
punishment comes now or later, it will surely come. Allah is Forbearing, and He deals with people with His 
forbearance, giving them respite, time to repent. But when the appointed time comes, those who don't heed 
the warnings will face severe punishment. 

And for how many a city did I prolong 
enjoyment while it was committing wrong. 

Then I seized it, and to Me is the [final] 
destination.



Allah has destroyed so many cities in the past. Allah gave them respite and delayed their end, though they 
were oppressors. But they were given time to repent. Allah doesn't bring the punishment quickly, He doesn't 
seize the transgressors in punishment straight away. 

If you don't learn a lesson, it is repeated in a different way. Hajj is a big reform. Everything that happens to you  
is nurturing. We don't know how much time we have. We don't know how long we will remain in life. So take 
everything that comes. When the time comes everyone will return to Allah. So be cautious, don't be deceived  
by the forbearance of Allah. 

Say, "O people, I am only to you a clear warner."

It is the mercy of Allah that He sent messengers, to show us the 
way. There are several ways to learn the truth. You can travel and observe the land. and listen to the 
messengers. Acquiring knowledge is the quickest and easier means to learn. One hour of listening to a dars 
will teach you lessons of many years. 

Hajj is time of شدة, striving, and warnings will push us to do good. This is why only one characteristic of the 
Messenger of Allah صلى اهلل عليه و سلم is mentioned here, that he is the warner. He is also the bearer of glad 
tidings, but here only his role of a warner is mentioned. His warnings are with evidence, so they are very 
healthy and affective, supported with proof from the Qur'aan and Sunnah. 

And those who have believed and done righteous 
deeds - for them is forgiveness and noble provision.

This is the successful group. They have faith and do righteous good deeds. They will be given  
forgiveness and a good provision,  which is Jannah. This is the group who deserve the glad 
tidings. 

But the ones who strove against Our verses, 
[seeking] to cause failure - those are the 

companions of Hellfire.

Warnings keep people alert. Glad tidings are for those who do good. Those who tried to strive to make the 
evidence fail, will go to hellfire. They try to explain away the ayaat as unimportant by denying them, striving to 
make them fail. This is the worse misguidance.

And We did not send before you any 
messenger or prophet except that when he 
spoke [or recited], Satan threw into it [some 
misunderstanding]. But Allah abolishes that 

which Satan throws in; then Allah makes 
precise His verses. And Allah is Knowing and 

Wise.

Those who are misguided, will try to misinterpret the message. If the person is good, the message will be 
heard right. If there is something bad in the heart, the shaitan will make them listen to something completely 
different. Sometimes people will listen and will misinterpret what they hear. For instance, something is haram, 
and the person hears it is halal. When the heart is correct, the message will be heard correctly, but when the 
heart is corrupted, the message will also be corrupted. Whenever there is a message from Allah, those with 
sicknesses in their hearts will hear contrary to what is said, and will act upon this falsehood. 

Whenever the messenger recited, or he gave some reminder, commanded and prohibited something, the  
shaitan came in the middle, and he would cast some falsehood into the recitation, making some of the people 
hear something completely different. 

People hear according to their hearts. If heart wants to hear the truth, the shaitan will not be able to come in 
the middle. But someone who has desires in his heart, and sicknesses such as jealousy or arrogance, will 
hear according to his desires. 



This is common in lectures nowadays too. You listen to something about deen, and in the same lecture, some-
people,will hear contrary to what is said. The solution is to purify your heart. Sins are an obstruction to the 
truth.

Allah lets only the the correct recitation be recorded. The falsehood will not be recorded. Some people will 
hear the falsehood,  but this distorted version is only for that person. Allah will abrogate whatever the shaitan 
says, and the truth will be established. The real message will remain, and the words of the shaitan will go 
away. If you have taqwa you will not misinterpret the message. 

We can use this in life too. If someone has misconceptions about a person, he will judge incirrectly, but if he 
keeps an open mind, he will learn from everything. The good hearts will not misjudge. In the Hajj of dunya 
which continuous, we need to strive to Allah, exalt Him, and remember Him. 

Allah is the All-Knower of the hearts, and He is the All-Wise. He puts everything in its proper place. The false 
words which the shaitan are by His wisdom. Allah allows him to make this mischief. 

[That is] so He may make what Satan throws in 
a trial for those within whose hearts is disease 

and those hard of heart. And indeed, the 
wrongdoers are in extreme dissension.

There is a wisdom of this ploy of the shiatan being 
allowed by Allah. Allah makes what the shaitan casts a trial for some people, not everyone, just to show who is 
truthful. For two groups of people, it is fitnah, and they will take words of the shaitan. They have some  
weakness and sickness in their hearts. A healthy body can withstand a virus, but a weak and sick body will be 
affected by any virus. In the same way, a pure heart is safe from many problems. When you constantly 
remember Allah, it purifies the heart. Those with sick hearts, those who have doubts and diseases, will hear 
the wrong words. The other group who will be affected by the falsehood of the shaitan  are the ones with hard 
hearts. They will hear the words of the shaitan, and this will make their hearts even harder. 

Allah wants to make separation of the people, which is why the shaitan is allowed to put his words in the 
middle. The ones who are unjust and oppressive, will be in far misguidance. This is why faith must come first, 
then Qura'an so that it is not misinterpreted. This action of the shaitan is allowed based on the knowledge and 
wisdom of  Allah, to show the truthful ones. In hajj you will go through different situations, don't judge or  
misinterpret them. 

And so those who were given knowledge 
may know that it is the truth from your Lord 
and [therefore] believe in it, and their hearts 
humbly submit to it. And indeed is Allah the 

Guide of those who have believed to a 
straight path.

Those whom Allah has blessed with 
knowledge,  will not look at what the shaitan is casting. Allah will protect them. You must have knowledge  
before you go to Hajj. With knowledge, Allah makes path to Jannah easy. When faith increases, the 
sicknesses of the heart will disappear. Angels ask forgiveness for the student of knowledge, while he is  
listening to a lecture, the mercy of Allah descends upon him. So the faith increases, and all the sicknesses are 
slowly removed. Knowledge makes you know right from wrong, so you know what to take and what needs to 
be rejected, the truth and falsehood. Whatever is decreed is wise. Allah brings nothing random, and the person 
given knowledge knows that everything is good. He will recognize the test and that will make it easy. 

Analyze your nafs, is it مطمئنة, content? You may not see the wisdom, but you must believe in it. When they 
believe, the faith increases. The impact is that your heart will submit and surrender to the will of Allah. The 
person who doesn't have knowledge will argue. The heart of the one who has faith and knowledge, is so 
peaceful and humble. Allah is the One who guides them to this. When you are young through a situation, it is 
very difficult to hold on to your emotions. Allah guides them to the straight path because of their faith. 



But those who disbelieve will not cease to 
be in doubt of it until the Hour comes upon 
them unexpectedly or there comes to them 

the punishment of a barren Day.

The disbeliever will always be in doubt. They 
will always have a problem with the message and the messenger. The one who is stubborn will always be in 
doubts, until they will die or the Day of Judgement will come. They will realize they were wrong, and will regret 
their actions and wish that they had believed straight away. 

You must always seek the truth, and ask for forgiveness from Allah, and purify your heart. As long as they don't 
change themselves, they will remain in doubt. The first step has to come from you. Change yourself, and then  
Allah will help you. You must always be a slave of Allah, ask Allah to guide you. 


